Changes in simulation technology now allow the creation of virtual prototypes of conceptual hardware systems in advance of when actual hardware could be built. This paper discusses the concept and vision of employing the Joint Modeling and Simulation System in an Air Force laboratory environment for desktop collaborative virtual prototyping. The development of a digital model in parallel with the hardware is concurrent simulation. The model becomes more detailed as the conceptual system and design evolve and as the hardware technology moves from breadboard to brassboard to flyable prototype. The digital model is then transitioned with the hardware technology for further engineering and manufacturing development into a deployable system. Virtual prototyping and concurrent simulation are key toois for the future of Air Force research and development. This paper addresses how such tools can be employed and utilized in the laboratory.
VIRTUAL PROTOTYPING IN INDUSTRY
Virtual prototyping is used in the commercial sector today. Hardwareisoftware co-design and virtual prototyping, using hardware design languages such as VHDL, have been very successful in digital system design. Their success is demonstrated by and the ever improving capabilities of microcomputer chips that are faster, smaller, cheaper and with short time-to-market cycles. The aerospace industry demonstrated the success of integrated computer assisted design with supporting modeling and simulation in bringing the new Boeing 777 airliner to market. A complete model of the plane allowed design teams to walk through the virtual prototype to see how the components were changing. The virtual prototype served as a common frame of reference for the designers, engineers, and managers. Similarly, the automotive industry has used CAD and modeling for years as an integral part of the design process. Advanced three dimensional visualization systems using virtual reality technology help automotive designers and engineers evaluate virtual prototypes of products without building physical prototypes. Virtual prototypes of car exteriors and interiors allow engineers to walk around and sit inside a virtual car. For some companies, a common virtual design and manufacturing environment permits the collaboration of engineers in geographically dispersed sites. Advances in software and computer technology are making Desktop Collaborative Virtual Prototyping possible and affordable for the engineering process in government and industry research.
THE JOINT SYNTHETIC BATTLESPACE
The Air Force envisions an integrated, common modeling and simulation (M&S) -environment that will be accessed by analysts, warfighters, developers, and testers supporting the range of Air Force tasks, from determining requirements through conducting operations. The key concept in the Air Force M&S vision is the Joint Synthetic Battlespace --an integrated M&S environment where simulations extend from high level aggregate models to detailed engineering models, from pilots in live aircraft and simulators to hardware components and laboratory test beds Such a system allows the user to selectably choose the level of detail needed for the task at hand, draw on distant resources, and easily "plug-and-play'' computer simulations, manned simulators, and live hardware to create any needed simulation environment. Analysts, researchers, decision makers, and warfighters must be able to "plug in" to a common battlespace from their desks, simulators, or crew stations in order to assess, develop, train, or conduct warfighting. Demonstrations of a future system's military worth will be conducted in the synthetic environment represented by the Joint Battlespace. Collaborative virtual prototyping will become a crucial means of sharing technology and systems integration for research and development and is a natural extension of the Air Force vision for an integrated, common M&S environment accessed by analysts, researchers, warfighters, developers, and testers.
